Contest Statistics

36 Schools
42 Algebra I Exams
48 Geometry Exams
96 Algebra II Exams
115 Precalculus Exams
54 AP Statistics Exams
61 AP Physics Exams
93 AP Calculus Exams
129 TI-83/84 Exams
29 TI-89/92 Exams
14 Team Projects
Algebra I

6. Radina Khalid
5. Andrew Crean, Travis HS
4. Devan Mendez, Rainard HS
3. Vasu Gupta, Westbrook Intermediate
2. Akhil Ganti, Labay MS
1. Sharjeel Aziz, James E. Taylor HS
Geometry

6. Akhil Ganti, Labay MS
5. Wei Yang Wang, SFA
4. Ruan Nguyen, Lee HS
3. Bryan Wang, SFA
2. Sharjeel Aziz, James E. Taylor HS
1. Adam Su, Cinco Ranch HS
Algebra II

6. Chris Lin, Clements HS
5. Mikkel Kim, Klein Forest HS
4. Chirang Agrawal, SFA
3. Leeland Swanson, Harmony School
2. Tim Lee, St. Thomas HS
1. Michael Jin, Clements HS
Precalculus

6. Men Yao Liu, Memorial HS
5. Philip Hu, Clements HS
4. Chris Sanford, Cypress Springs HS
3. Leon Lin, Harmony School
2. Michael Jin, Clements HS
1. Ding Zhou, Harmony School
Physics

6. Jeffrey Chan, Clements HS
5. Ismael Loera, DeBakey HS
4. Kevin Li, A&M Consolidated
3. Kevin Juan, Cypress Creek HS
2. Dennis Mou, Clements HS
1. Mark Zhang, Clements HS
Statistics

6. Ismael Loera, DeBakey HS
5. Daniel Blado, Strake Jesuit
4. Vikram Sripadam, Travis HS
3. Mark Zhang, Clements HS
2. Dennis Mau, Clements HS
1. Leon Lin, Harmony HS
Calculus

6. Aaron Chen, Clements HS
5. Karthik Choutagunta, Clements HS
4. Ani Chiti, Elkins HS
3. Kevin Li, A&M Consolidated
2. Greg Yang, SFA
1. Jeffrey Chan, Clements HS
TI-83/84

6. Paul Nguyen, DeBakey HS
5. Joseph Allencherril, Alvin HS
4. Greg Poe, Travis HS
3. Andrew Lin, Clements HS
2. Ani Chiti, Elkins HS
1. Arun Ramakrishnan, Oakridge School
TI-89/92

6. Jacob Walker, Strake Jesuit HS
5. Victor Vo, Alief Hastings HS
4. Prachi Bhawalker, SFA
3. Rose Zhang, Clements HS
2. Javier Hernandez, Reagan HS
1. Vivian Yang, Clements HS
QuickClick Smackdown

2. Matthew Chan, Clear Lake HS
1. Arun Ramakrishnan, Oakridge HS
Top Student

Mark Zhang, Clements HS
Team Project Winners

3. Spring Woods HS – Bennett, Flores
2. Westchester Academy – Aana, Cevallos, Nguyen, Pryzant
1. Oakridge HS – Eggleston, Manry, Harrel
School Sweepstakes

3. Stephen F. Austin HS
2. Harmony HS
1. Clements HS

Note: Clements High School has won the contest for 5 years in a row!